Term Dates for 2014
Term 1  28th Jan - 11th April
Term 2  28th April - 27th June
Term 3  14th July - 19th Sept
Term 4  7th October - 19th Dec
(The first days of term 1, 2 & 3 and last 2 days of term 3 are Staff Professional Learning Days and Pupil Free Days).

Friday 9th May, 2014

Our P&C Easter Egg Raffle was a great success! The lucky winners were:

1st – Zacky Anderson
2nd – Chloe Anderson
3rd – Pat Holt (Temora)
4th – Emma Baldry
5th – Sonya Ward
6th – Bridie Gilchrist (Temora)
7th – Julie McLeod
8th – Helen Shepherd
9th – Emma Baldry

School Diary

The Opera House

ANZAC DAY

**PLEASE NOTE: FORBES ESTEDFORD CANCELLED**

14th – 15th May - Naplan
16th May – 13 storey treehouse – Canberra
27th May – Stockinbingal Athletics carnival
3rd June - District Athletics carnival, Cootamundra

MAY 2014 & BEYOND

14th – 15th May - Naplan
16th May – 13 storey treehouse – Canberra
27th May – Stockinbingal Athletics carnival
3rd June - District Athletics carnival, Cootamundra
Dear Parents,

What a great start to the year! I am really proud of how our students commemorated Anzac Day and a special mention to Jacob, our school captain who recited the poem beautifully. Congratulations to Kaitlynn Daly who had the courage to lead the National Anthem with no prior warning or practice. Thank you to all our parents who ensured our students were correctly dressed and present.

On Wednesday the students caught a bus to Sydney to trace the steps of Captain Phillip, walked along Bennelong Point, collect a leaf from the Trumplar Tree, walk around the Opera House and watch the performance of the Lion King. It was a wonderful experience for all, including our staff. A big thank you to our bus driver Nic Nadyz, Susie and Winston McDonald for dinner, and our P&C for covering the cost of the bus. I would like to commend our students for their perfect behaviour which is no surprise to us, however at the Anzac Day commemoration, the Botanical Gardens, the theatre and our bus driver, all separately commented on how well-mannered our students are.

Have a great fortnight.

Mrs T Daly

PRINCIPAL’S AWARDS

Kaitlynn Daly – for being a wonderful school and community citizen

Mrs Daly’s class:

Marely Holder – Great efforts in writing
Kody Richardson – for beautiful fine motor work.

Mrs West’s class:

Jacob Shepherd – for excellent and mature guidance of small people whilst on our Sydney excursion.

Seth Clark – for excellent and mature guidance of small people whilst on our Sydney excursion.

OUR STUDENTS THOUGHTS ON THE LION KING................

Tom - Extraordinary    Chloe - Excellent
Jack – Amazing         Joshua – Good
Dom – Good             Matilda - Amazing
Seth – Fantastic       Marley - Terrific
Ethan – Colourful      Kody – I loved it!
Jacob – Great         Theo – Exciting
Tori – Loud           Kaitlynn - Fun
Maddison – Fun        Alicia – Colourful

Sydney Harbour Bridge